About KGOC
For more than six decades, we have been helping the world to organise businesses and assisting people to bring out their creative best with innovative and high precision products that help to ‘Join, Fix or Cut’ through our brands - Kangaro, Miles, Munix and Kohe. We are one of the leading manufacturers and suppliers of high quality Staplers, Staple Removers, Paper Punches, Gun Tackers, Tape Tool, Pneumatic Tools, Industrial Staples, Stitching Wire, Scissors & Kitchen Essentials. Our brand identity symbolises the unification that signifies flexibility and limitless possibilities to create a new future.

About Kangaro
Kangaro, an iconic stationery brand established in the year 1958, offers wide range of Staplers, Staple Removers, Scissors, Paper Punches, Gun Tackers for both Professional & DIY.

Since its inception, the brand has grown manifold in its reach, mainly because of its commitment to quality and swiftness in responding to market needs with innovative and value-added products.

‘KANGARO’ holds major share of the Indian market and its products are being exported to over 100 countries around the world. Products under this brand are manufactured in-house and are also supplied under the OEM segment to many international brands.

Infrastructure
KGOC has five state-of-the-art manufacturing hubs located in various parts of India, which possess high quality machinery for precision engineering. All units are vertically integrated, wherein all manufacturing operations are performed in-house, right from manufacturing of the smallest parts such as spring, rivet etc. to complex multi-part components.

Development Centre & Tool Room
KGOC has a well equipped Development Center and an ultra modern Tool Room having all the latest facilities. There are CAD/CAM/CAE set ups which manufacture using the latest softwares, CNC wire cuts, CNC EDM machines, CNC Milling Machines besides other latest machinery and equipment required to develop quality Tools, Jigs and Fixtures which enables KGOC to manufacture the required international quality end products.

The idea of R&D centre, along with its over 200 quality engineers is to provide the innovation and design breakthroughs that not only simplify life but also compliment the uncompromising quality benchmarks that we have set for ourselves.

Quality Policy
‘Quality Culture’ runs into every segment of KGOC’s working supported by a team of more than 4000 highly qualified professionals, engineers, technocrats and dedicated workers, whose devotion and dedication has become a cornerstone of KGOC’s success. "We believe that quality is the life line of every business and is committed to satisfying its customers by manufacturing and supplying its products to their entire satisfaction first time and every time with continual up-gradation in the effectiveness of the quality management system."

Mission
To be the leading manufacturer and supplier of quality products in the world.

Vision
We help people organise their ideas and their life. By enhancing their productivity and efficiency.

Environmental Policy
KGOC has a benevolent Environmental Policy which gives weightage to sustainability and green manufacturing procedures. Environmental awareness and sustainability are not mere words at KGOC. Utmost care is taken to maintain greenery on the land on which our factories are built. Our pledge to the environment is very much woven into our DNA, our philosophy and our way of life. Each one of us believes in the ideology to protect the environment and create a sustainable future. We have made huge investments in solar energy.
HEAVY DUTY STAPLERS

HD-23S13
- All metal construction
- Adjustable paper guide that can be used for jam clearing
- Rubber base to avoid desk top slippage

HD-23S17
- All metal construction
- Adjustable paper guide that can be used for jam clearing
- Rubber base to avoid desk top slippage

HD-23S24
- All metal construction
- Adjustable paper guide that can be used for jam clearing
- Rubber base to avoid desk top slippage

DS-23S17 FL
- All metal construction with high impact plastic cover
- Two push button stud ejection mechanism
- Soft grip handle

DS-23S24 FL
- All metal construction with high impact plastic cover
- Two push button stud ejection mechanism
- Soft grip handle

STAPLE REMOVERS

Impressive Performers...

SR-45
- Steel blades
- Ejects staples

SR-100
- Precision

SR-300
- Precision

SR-500
- Precision
Our products are available to reinforce your brand. As you want to personalise the products within your brand with pad printing / Steel stamping.

Artwork: We create visuals free of charge.

Logo: Acceptable formats are .cdr, .ai, .eps, .pdf vector files.

3 ways corporate gifting helps a business grow

**Right gifting sets you apart from competition**

**Gifting reinforces your brand**

**Gifting increases employee satisfaction & productivity**

**EXCLUSIVE GIFT options for different segments like:**
- Finance & Insurance
- Automation Industry
- Hotels & Restaurants
- Pharmaceutical & Chemicals
- Education & Training Research
- Construction Tools & Machinery
- FMCG
- Home Appliance
- Electronic
- Information Technology

- Stationery Sets
- Box
- Clamshells
- Blisters

*All trademarks belong to their respective owners.*
TP-10
- Used for: Cupboards, Fabrics, Iron boards, Decorative work & Upholstery etc.
- Tool Specification
- Staple Use: 24/4, 23/8, 23/10, T-8, T-10
- Loading Capacity: 50

TS-13H
- Used for: Textile, Upholstery, Wall Decorating, Braiding & Canvas etc.
- Tool Specification
- Staple Use: 23/8, 23/10, T-8, T-10
- Loading Capacity: 50/100

TS-623
- Used for: Textile, Canvas, Leather, Iron boards & Upholstery etc.
- Tool Specification
- Staple Use: 23/8, 23/10, T-8, T-10
- Loading Capacity: 50/100

TP-2380A
- Used for: Upholstery, Cupboards, Iron boards, Canvas & Frame etc.
- Tool Specification
- Staple Use: 23/8, 23/10, 23/13, No. 80 [6-16]
- Loading Capacity: 50/100

TS-2313A
- Used for: Braiding, Frame, Iron boards, Canvas, Upholstery & Leather etc.
- Tool Specification
- Staple Use: 23/8, 23/10, 23/13, 18 Gauge [Braids & Pins]
- Loading Capacity: 50/100

ISR-34
- Specification
- Robust metal construction with ergonomically designed plastic handle to ensure the safety of knuckles of users hand during operation. Easily lifts heavy duty staples. Inbuilt clamping avoids staples kick back.

23/8
- Box: 1000 nos.
- Packing: 1000 staples

23/8-H
- Box: 1000 nos.
- Packing: 1000 staples

23/8-H
- Box: 1000 nos.
- Packing: 4000 staples